OUR THERMAL SPRAY & INDUSTRIAL COATINGS WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY.

Obsolete or worn-out parts? No problem. We’ll bring them back to life and better than new!

HOW WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS:

WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT
Problem: Obsolete part; was going to have to replace entire pumping system
Solution: Welded in new blades, machined back to original and Thermal Sprayed to increase life. Repair cost $4,500 entire pumping system cost in the tens of thousands.

BEVERAGE / BOTTLING COMPANY
Problem: Rusted equipment in plant is not sanitary.
Solution: Powder coated with abrasion resistant coating.

UTILITIES COMPANY
Problem: Damage, corrosion, rust not attractive on the city streets.
Solution: Powder coated with abrasion resistant coating.

ETHANOL PLANT
Problem: Wear from corrosive/abrasive materials.
Solution: Thermal sprayed with high-chrome steel to extend life and machined to original size. Saving company $11,000 for each pump since they don’t have to purchase new.

PAPER MANUFACTURER
Problem: Wear from corrosive materials.
Solution: Thermal sprayed and coated, making part last 2+ years that were in service only 4 months before. Saved costly downtime and didn’t have to buy new parts.

MINING COMPANY
Problem: chemical and moisture causing failures.
Solution: Used a baked on epoxy coating that is chemical and moisture resistant.

940 S. WEST ST, INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46225

CALL 317.808.1256 • HORNERINDUSTRIAL.COM

WE HAVE A LARGE SERVICE AREA!